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ABSTRACT

He develop the quaeiclassical approximation for the

effective Hamilton!ana describing nonhomogeneous systems and we

deduce the wave function, the applicability conditions and the

connection rules around the turning points. Based on the transfer

matrix (TM) formalism we obtain expressions for the transmission

coefficient of multiple barriers, the energy levels of multiple

wells and the quaslstationary levels of a well open by one and by

the two sides. The dispersion relation of a periodic potential

profile with variable mass problem is also given. We discuss

resonant tunneling for a system of multiple barriers. The

transmission coefficient of such a barrier is maximum at energies

close to the levels of the inner well when the end barriers are

high enough and symmetric.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The quasiclassical approximation has proved to be a

suitable technique to atudy qualitatively several aspects of

different quantum mechanical problems [1].

The transfer Matrix (TM) method has been applied

succesfully to solve one dimensional (ID) problems. In previous

papers [2,3] we developed the TM Method for ID problems, specially

in [3] for the Schrodinger-llke equation with constant and

position-dependent mass. Here we shall study, in the framework of

the quasiclasslcal approximation [1] and using the TM method, five

of the main standard problems: energy levels of a well,

transmission coefficient of a barrier, quaaistationary states of a

well open by one and the two sides and the dispersion relation of a

periodical problem, for a wide class of potential profiles and mass

distributions.

In particular the analysis of the relations between the

problems of barriers and wells leads to the possibility of resonant

tunneling. This phenomenon is very important*in connection with

layered man-made structures like metal-oxide-semiconductor systems,

multiple quantum wells, etc. [4,5]. Some papers [6-12] have been

devoted to theoretical calculations showing resonant tunneling and

in [13-15] experimental results have been reported. In [9-11] Azbel

et al. developed a TM method for the quaslclassical approximation

in the particular case of a double barrier.

In section 2 we develop the quasiclasslcal approximation

for the class of Hamlltonians defined for position-dependent mass

systems. Section 3 is devoted to develop the corresponding TM

formalism for problems with constant and position-dependent mass.

In section 4 we report the formulae for the above mentioned five

problems In quantum mechanics and we discuss the general features

of resonant tunneling. In section 5 the conclusions are presented.

In this paper we shall only consider well behaved

potential and mass distribution functions.
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2. QUASICUSSICAL APPROXIMATION FOR THE iD-SCHRttDINGER EQUATION

WITH POSITION-DEPENDENT MASS.

In [16] effective Hamiltonians for a single band problem

In nonhomogeneous systems are summarized in the class:

H - i [«a(x)pmb(x)pmc(x) + mc<x)pmb(x)pma(x)]+V(x) (1)

with a+b+e*-l.

Separating variables we obtain an equation for the ID

wave function Y(x) with an effective potential given by:

V(x) •
h2k2

• k2 « k2 + k2

' K t Ky * Kx
(2)

Solving the resulting equation for T(x) quaalclassically, in the

usual way, considering contribution up to first-order in ft, we

obtain the expression:

« „ Jg5} {AeiK^'a> • •.-«(«»•>,

where we use the notation:

(3)

K ( c2'°i }
c.

• c>

k2(x) - -K2(x) - 2m(x)[E-V

(4)

(5)

which we will use throughout the paper. In (4) ci and ca are dummy

variables. In (3) "a" denotes a fixed point.

Requiring the first-order term in -ft to be smaller than

the zeroth-order term in the power series of the action for the
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system we obtain the applicability condition for this

approximation:

d
dx

«<x)\U)
~2 ]l « l

- (2*)/k(x>

(6)

(7)

Equation (6) reduces to the usual condition [1] by Baking

m(x)-constant. To obtain the connection rules for the wave function

around a turning point we nust solve the equation for T(x) in the

neighborhood of the turning point x-d. Me shall limit the analysis

to the equation (1) setting b--l, a»c«O, a case belonging to a

subclass of Hamiltonians with a wide range of applicability [16].

Retaining in (5) just the linear tern in x the equation can be

reduced to an Airy (17] one. This procedure leads to connection

rules for position-dependent mass analogous to the ones obtained

for constant mass, provided the potential profiles and mass

distribution functions are slowly varying In the neighborhood of

the turning point and the condition

(8)

holds. This condition Is obtained In demanding that the Interval

around x-d (where we performed the linear approximation), overlaps

the regions where the quaslclasslcal solutions are valid.

* • \ •- '"§. V
3. FORM OF THE TK IN THE QUASICLASSICAL APPROXIMATION V

show a multiple barrier of well behaved potential, aj, bj, with

J»l,2,...,N+1, are the turning points at energy E. xi , x*, xi, x«,

are arbitrary points in the indicated regions, where the

quaslclassical approximation is valid (far enough from the turning

points). We assume that the aass distribution function is a well

behaved function.

From (3) it follows that, in a classically accessible region,

e.g. x<ai in fig. 1, the wave function may be written as:

TU) ££} {Ae1K(Bl'x) • (9)

where A, B are arbitrary constants. For the classically forbidden

region:

UT {Ce K(x,a,
(10)

From (9) or (10) we may construct a canonical basis [22] for x=xo

and obtain the TM M(x,xo).

For the derivative of (9) we use the standard

approximation [1]:

- Be"±K(ai '

Next we report the TM In different situations. To do so we

*, introduce the following notation: • ;

(11)

Let us consider'the potential profile of fig. 1, where we
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-V -J k(c1)in(c2)

y22(c2,

y12(c2.

(12)

"J
V J o(c2)lc{c2)k(cl)

where ci and ct are two arbitrary points.

As an example we give the TM when x and xo are In the

sane classically allowed region:

M(x,xn) -

y11(x,x0)cos(K(xrx0))

y21(x,x0)sln(K(x,x0))

,xQ)ain(K(x,xQ) )'

y22(x,xQ)cos(K(x,x0))
(13)

In a similar way It can be obtained the TM between points In the

same classically forbidden region and for the case where one point

Is at classically allowed and the other at a classically forbidden

regions. Using these results It Is easy to obtain the TM for one

barrier, two barriers,..., one well, two wells,,.., etc., using the

algebraic properties of the TM [2,3], specially

M(ci,ci)-M(CJ,CJ)M(ei,ci ), where the c's are dummy variables. With

respect to the points in fig. 1, it can be obtained, after some

algebra, that:
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(14)

and

(15)

(16)

(17)

Here the yu 's are given by (12) and evaluated by the same

arguments that the Mi j's, (i,j-l,2).

Expressions (14)-(16) give the form of the TM in terms of

a few parameters (p and q when transferring between points in

classically allowed regions; t, u, v and w when transferring

between classically forbidden regions and d, f when transferring

between points in different kind of regions). Obviously they will

be different for eabh potential profile and mass distribution.

These formulae display the different roles played by the parameters

p, q, t, u, v, etc., which describe the details of the potential,

and the coordinates of interest - e.g. (xi,ai). This property allow

us to write, as will be seen later, formulae for the solution of

the problems mentioned in the introduction whose form does not

depend on the particular potential profile and mass distribution

considered.

In addition we have the following relations:

4{|p|2-|q|2) ; 4{tw-uv} ; 4i{df*-fd*} (18a;b;c)
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p -

q - J
d " 275

f ^

t/2 •UE^AEN+In (19a)

- t/2 E^E"^]} (19b)

(20a)

(20b)

By using s complete induction procedure It can be easily shown the

recurrence relations between the parameters p*"•l» and q< * *1>

corresponding to N+l barriers and p(ir), q11' of N barriers. By P

and 0 we shall denote the added barrier parameters: J

„ 2pp(N)eiK(a..»,b. ) + 2pjkq(N)e-iK(aii.1,bii)

- 2Qp ( NV K < < !"* 4' b l ) * 2P*q<N)«"1K(a"*l'b")

(21)

In a similar form, the recurrence relations between the parameters

t,u,v,w of N+l wells and of N wells are:

2(#w(M)eK{b.,a.) _

2ttu(N)BK(b.,a.) , 2ut(N)a-K<b..a»)

2Vw ( N )e K ( b"'"' ) - 2Tv(N)e"IC(b"'a")
(22)

where we also denote by T,U,V and W the added well parameters.

These complete Induction procedures assure that the

expressions (14)-(17) for the TM in each case are valid for any

number of turning points.

Note that in (14)-(17), (and in the formulae that follow
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from now on) the parameters p, q, w, t, u, v, d and f are used, no

matter the number of turning points the system have. In (21)-(22)

we explicitly Indicate the number of barriers (wells) we are

dealing with by a superscript (N or N+l), using capital letters

without superscript to denote the added barrier (well) parameters.

In the case of one barrier, one well and a combination of

one well and one barrier, the corresponding parameters are:

p - Cj/2 ; q - iS1/2

t - Cj/4 ; u ; v ; w •

cosh(K(b^,aJ)+ln(2)); )+ln( 2) );

cO8(K(aj+1,bj)Jf Sj - 8in(K(aJ+1,bj));

(23)

(24)

(25a)

(25b)

(26)

i - 1,2,3 N+l.

The following comments are to the point:

a) (IS) ensures the property det{H(ci ,ci )}-m(ci )/m(ci ) [3].

b) (19) and (20) give the relation between the three TM: M(xj,xi),

M(x«,x>) and M(x<,xi) which are useful in deriving the formulae for

the problems we shall study.

c) (21)-(26) permit us to obtain the TM in a system of barriers and

wells starting from the parameters of one barrier or one well.

In [18] we extend these results to the case in which the
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potential and mass display finite jumps in different points.

4, FORMULAE FOR THE STANDARD PROBLEMS

Having the form of the TM for each type of region considered, we

can give the formulae for the standard problems in quantum

mechanics. We shall analyze five problems:

I) Transmission coefficient of the (N+l) barriers between the

points ai and b» • 1 .

II) Energy levels of stationary states of the N wells between the

points bi and a**i (considering that the extreme barriers In fig. 1

do not exist, i.e. they are impervious).

ill) Energy levels of quaslstationary states of N wells open by one

side (considering that one of the extreme barriers is impervious).

lv) Energy levels of quaslstationary states of N wells open by two

sides.

v) Energy bands of a periodical potential with unit cell of lenght

"L" and with N wells.

For the transmission coefficient we obtain:

(27)

For the problem 11) a bounded solution at ^ » is required. The

corresponding equation for the energy levels is:

(28)

If we consider a well open In Its left side and we impose the

solution to be bounded at +« and an outcomlng wave in x<ai, we have

-li-

the following transcendental equation for the complex energy of the

quaslstationary states:

f* (29)

For the problem iv) we impose that in both sides we have only

outcoming waves, and obtain

(30)

(In using (29) and (30) we must be careful: the energy must be

treated as a real number in obtaining these equations or in writing

them for particular cases, but when solving them we search for

their complex roots.)

The bands of the periodic problem are obtained

diagonallzing the TM of the unit cell M(x+L,x) [2,3], For energies

greater than the potential we must set x»xo+L in (13). The result

is:

K(xQ+L,x0) - QL (31)

where 0 is the wave vector of the periodical problem. (This

dispersion relation Implies an effective mass exactly equal to the

classical one [19] for constant mass, and the generalization to

position-dependent mass case). For energies smaller than the

potential maximum, simple expressions can be obtained in terms of

the parameters p, t, etc. (we may choose the unit cell in order to

have a barrier or a well).

We remark that formulae (27)-(31) are valid for both
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constant and position-dependent masses. The main difference between

them are the explicit form of the parameters in terms of which we

write the TM.

The apppiication of (27) to the case of an arbitrary well open by

the two sides (as seen in figure 1), using (19a) for p, gives the

following transmission coefficient:

(32)

When the end barriers are high enough the exponentials accompaying

the parameter t could be neglected, and (32) has a maximum at

energies close to the levels of the inner well (i.e. energies which

satisfies w-0). Strictly speaking, the height, exact position and

width of the maximum depend on the particular form of the potential

profile and mass distribution function of the system because they

change parameters w, v, t and u. The double symmetrical barrier is

an exception for the above considerations. For the inner well

energy levels (i.e. w-0), the parameters defined by (24) imply T-l

for an arbitrary potential profile or mass distribution. For non-

symmetrical extreme barriers, radical changes must be expected In

the transmission coefficient, as reported in [IS], because the

exponentials accompaying u and v do not cancel and become to play a

significant role.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained the quasiclasslcal wave function, for

the class of Hamlltonlans proposed to describe non-homogeneous

systems. The solution is the same for all of them because the terms

that make different one Hamiltonian from another give contributions

-13-

of order h1 in the power series for the action, and are excluded

from this approximation. At the same time we obtained that the

connection rules for the wave functions around a turning point

coincide with the case of constant mass. Condition (B) limits the

potential profiles and mass distribution functions that assure this

coincidence.

The main influence of a position-dependent mass in this

approximation comes from the fact that In K(CJ,ci) we now not only

have the potential, but also the mass as position-dependent

functions, which affect the results.

We also have obtained the forms of the TM for the

problems with constant and position-dependent mass between points

in classically allowed and forbidden regions. The recurrence

formulae and the equations (27)-{31) for the treated problems allow

us to consider analytical and computational solutions of real

multiple barrier systems In an easy and algorithmical way.

The equations (19)-(20) explain the relationship between

problems i)-iv). In particular from (32) we see that If the

barriers are high enough and symmetrical, the condition giving the

energy levels of the inner well, w-0 implies a maximum in the

transmission coefficient T. If we change any parameter that breaks

the symmetry of the extreme barriers, this formula explain the

radical changes in the transmission coefficient observed in [15],

because in this case the exponentials accompanying u and v in (32)

make the denominator to take significative values.

Notice that, in general, we can not assure neither that

the transmission coefficient is equal to one in this maximum nor

that the maximum takes place exactly at the energies of the

stationary states; the double barrier case with constant and

position-dependent mass is an exception to this assertion, as was

pointed out in Section 4.
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A similar analysis may be carried out to conclude that

the quasistatlonary levels take place not too far -in energy scale,

of course- from the stationary ones of the inner well.
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Fig. 1

Model of potential considered in the
paper.
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